This paper shows the existence of multiple unbounded branches of solutions for certain equations via the Nielsen fixed-point theory.
Introduction
This paper deals with the existence of solutions of equations of the form We recall that L is a Fredholm operator iff n = dimkerZ, < 00, ImL is closed, and m -codim Im L < oo. The index of L is defined by n-m. Equations of the above form have been studied in [1] [2] [3] [9] [10] [11] for instance. Amann, Ambrosetti, and Mancini [1] used a global variant of the LjapunovSchmidt method to show the existence of infinitely many solutions of (1.1) for some specific cases. Mawhin [2] and Nirenberg [3] applied stable homotopy arguments to get existence results. Similar methods were used in [9] [10] [11] .
Our approach is a continuation of [4] [5] [6] [7] , where retraction techniques of Nielsen fixed-point theory are developed to produce lower bounds for the number of solutions.
Let X = Xx © ker L and Xx be a closed linear subspace. The main assumption on F is the following: F is bounded, i.e., \F(u)\ < c, Vm g X, and there exists (1.2) limr_+00 PF(ux + r.u2) = </>(u2) uniformly for u2 £ S"~l = {u G kerL | |m| -1} and Mi G Xx bounded, where P: Y -Yx is a continuous projection and Y = Yx ® Im L . We shall show that if <j> has suitable properties on a compact locally contractible subset K c Sn~l, K ¿ Sn~l, then there is a natural number p such that for each r sufficiently large the equation (1.1) possesses at least p solutions of the form u = ux + u2, ux £ Xx, u2 £ kerL, \u2\ = r. Hence (1.1) has at least p unbounded branches of solutions.
In §2, we consider the abstract setting of (1.1). It will also be shown that the assumption (1.2) can be weakened. Several examples are given in §3.
The abstract framework
First we need the following Definition 2.1 [7] . Suppose that n: W -► A is a map, W, A are subsets of Z , and A c W . If U(a) = a for each a £ A, then n is called a retraction of W to A and A is called a retract of W . Definition 2.2 ([7] ). Let Z be a normed linear space with norm denoted by |.|. Suppose that T: Z -Z is a map and W is a subset that retracts onto a subset Q of itself by a retraction II: W -Q . We shall say that T is /¿-retractible onto Q with a retraction U if it holds {x £ Z | there exists a £ T(Q) such that \x -a\ < p } c W and if y £ W \ Q, ni» = x , then \y -T(x)\ > p .
We shall say that T is retractible onto Q with a retraction n if T(Q) c W, and if y £W\Q, U(y) = x, then y ¿ T(x) . Since L : Xx -Im L is invertible, we have
We know that X is compactly embedded into Y. Thus the operator (mi , u2) -L~l(I -P)F(ux + r.u2) is compact and bounded as well, since F is bounded by (1.2). Let K c Sn~l, K / S"~l, be a compact locally contractible subset. Since K # Sn~i, we do consider that K is embedded into R"-1, i.e., K is a subset of R""1.
Theorem 2.3. Assume that the above assumptions are satisfied, and let S : Im P -Rm be an isomorphism. We denote by <j> the composition of the map S(f>: K -W", where </> is defined in (1.2), with an inclusion r\ of Rm into R"-1 (note m< n). Let Id: R""1 -R"_1 be the identity.
If Id+</> is p-retractible onto K with a retraction Yl, then there is a number r0 > 0 such that for any r > r0 the equation Proof. We shall solve (2.2a), (2.2b). Let pM: Xx -BM = {xx £ Xx \ \x\ < M} be the usual retraction [7] defined as follows:
Since u2 £ K c Sn~l, K ^ Sn~x, we consider u2 as an element of R"-1.
Then we modify (2.2a), (2.2b) in the form
for M, r sufficiently large. Consider the map Hr.tiut, m2) = (pM(t.L-l(I -P)F(ux + r.u2)), Yl(u2 + r¡SPF(ux + r.u2))) ,
Of course, the fixed points of Hr>x are solutions of (2.3). We claim that for M, r sufficiently large the fixed points of HrX are solutions of (2.2a), (2.2b). Let us assume (2.3) holds. Then for a fixed number M > 0 large enough we have \L-x(I-P)F(ux+r.u2)\<M.
Hence Mi = L~l(I -P)F(ux + r.u2). Moreover, we have lim nSPF(ux + r.u2) = nS<p(u2) r-t+oo uniformly for u2£ K, ux £ BM . We know that u2 + nScf>(u2) -u2 + (¡>(u2) is //-retractible onto K with the retraction n. But then for any r large the map u2 -u2 + nSPF(ux +r.u2) is retractible onto K with the retraction n as well. Hence u2 = u2 + nSPF(ux + r.u2), and we have proved the assertion.
On the other hand, N(Hr¡x) -A^/Z^n), where
We note that BM x K is an ANR [7] and Hr¡t are compact operators. It is clear [7] that ^(/Y«,^) = N(n • (Id+</>)). Summarizing we see that for any r sufficiently large and for a fixed number M large enough, the map HrX has at least A^(n • (Id+</>)) fixed points in BM x K. But we have shown that these fixed points are solutions of ( 1.1 ) as well. This completes the proof.
We see that the choice of </> is not unique. It depends on the embedding both of K into R""1 and Rm into R"_1. We shall always refer to a specific choice. Using jf (.AT) t¿ 0 (see [8] ) we obtain 7Y(Id) ^ 0. The proof is finished.
Of course, finding the set K with the retraction n and then computing the Nielsen number N(J\ • (Id +</>)) is generally a difficult task. In the next section, we shall follow the reverse approach. We shall construct differential equations satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 2.3.
We see from the proof of Theorem 2.3 that condition ( 1.2) can be weakened to the following: (cl) (/ -P)F is bounded, i.e., |(/ -P)F(u)\ < c, Vm g X. 
.3 we obtain
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 2.5. Assume limr_+00 Bx (xx + r.x2) = <p(x2) £ Rk uniformly for x2 £ Sq~l = {u £ kerLi | |m| = 1} and for xx £ Xx bounded, where X = Xx®kerLx. Let K c Sq~l, K ^ Sq~l be a compact locally contractible subset. For this reason, we consider that K is embedded into Rq~x, i.e., K c Rq~l. We denote by $ the composition of the map <j>: K -Rk, defined over, with an inclusion of Rk into R9_1 (note q > k). Let Id: Rq~l -Rq~l be the identity. If ld+(p is p-retractible onto K with a retraction U, then (2.a) has at least N(Tl-(ld+(¡>)) solutions of the form x -xx +x2, xx £ Xx, x2 £ kerLi, |x2| = r for any r>0 sufficiently large. Remark 2.7. Of course, we can replace the above limit conditions by conditions similar to (c2)(b).
Examples
In this section we give several illustrative examples. Let us consider the equation
•*i = /1 (-*i, x2, Xs,t), (3.1) x'2 -f2(xx, x2, X3, t), X'3 = h(X\, X2 , x3, t),
where fx, f2, f¡: R3 x [0, 1] -R are continuous bounded and 38 represents value conditions. We shall vary 38 to obtain the problems (2.a), (2.b), (2.c), respectively.
First of all, we shall construct a mapping t : sfx > 3 -R2 such that t is pretractible onto srfXj, with the retraction pXy?,. Here j/i,3 = {(/»,û))eR+xS1 I 1 <\p\<3); pXyy.R+xSl -j*í,3;
{(/>,«), l</><3, (l,<u), 0</><l, (3, <y), 3 < p.
We note that (p, co) are the polar coordinates on R2 and sf\t$ is the annulus. Let a: R+ -R+ , ß: S1 -S1 be continuous maps such that
In the polar coordinates, consider the map
Then \x(p, co)\ = a(p) and by [7] , t: j/i;3 -R2 is /¿-retractible onto s/\ŵ ith the retraction pxt3. We also know from [7] that #(/>!(3• t) = | degß -11, where deg/? is the homotopy degree of the map ß: S] -Sl.
Since S2 is the compactification of R2 and s/x , 3 is a bounded closed subset of R2, we continuously extend the map Using (2.4) and Remark 2.7, the proof is finished.
C. In this case we assume that f -f(xx, x2, x3, t, X), i = 1, 2, 3, depend continuously also on a parameter lei3 and they are bounded functions. Now we take 38 = {xx(0) = 0, x2(0) = 0, x3(0) = 0, x,(l/2) = x2(l/2) = 0}. / fi(xi,x2,x3,s,X)ds, / f2(xx,x2,x3,s,X)ds
Using the assumption of Theorem 3.3, we obtain similarly as in the above proofs limsup|52L2"1A72(x, r.X2) -</>(X2)\ < p r->+oo uniformly for x G X bounded, X2 G M ,3 • Applying Theorem 2.6 and Remark 2.7, the proof is finished.
